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Earthshine  is a project from  Dutch 

the emphasis on piano, mellotron

adds to the song. The music for this 

Road studio Netherlands. Blekkmark Design

Peter says: Wow, album number 5 already! This time my starting point was certain terms and 

patterns that associate with numbers or ranges of numbers and the like. Like Fibonacci and Pi. As 

well as phrases associated with programming software. And my next step would be

those to chords and melodies and trying to make it sound right. Without letting it become crazy or 

incoherent. I quite liked the challenge and the outcome, but you be the judge

Part of this album was again recorded with the ROR guitars Expressiv midi guitar.

Front cover & Tracks: 

On www.youtube.com/user/RockCompanyNL

release. 

Social 

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/earthshinemusicnl

Twitter – https://twitter.com/earthshine_m

Bandcamp - http://earthshine.bandcamp.com
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Earthshine 

Instrumental music 

(Ambient – new age – film music - lounge)

Abstract Patterns  

27-10-2017 

www.earthshine-music.com 

contact@earthshine-music.com  

Dutch multi-instrumentalist Peter Cox (Chinawhite 

the emphasis on piano, mellotron and synthesizers, a little bit of guitar, and drums and bass where it 

for this fourth album was written and recorded in 2017

Blekkmark Design Studio created the beautiful art and updated the logo.

Wow, album number 5 already! This time my starting point was certain terms and 

patterns that associate with numbers or ranges of numbers and the like. Like Fibonacci and Pi. As 

well as phrases associated with programming software. And my next step would be

those to chords and melodies and trying to make it sound right. Without letting it become crazy or 

incoherent. I quite liked the challenge and the outcome, but you be the judge! 

recorded with the ROR guitars Expressiv midi guitar.

 

1. Fibonacci Fever // 07:26 

2. Destructive Objects // 5:48 

3. A Piece Of Pi // 04:48 

4. A Parallel Rewriting // 06:40 

5. Circle Of Five // 04:50 

6. Effortlessly Random // 05:54 

7. Chaos Flow // 08:52 

8. Abstract Factory Pattern // 04:24

 

www.youtube.com/user/RockCompanyNL  the EPK for the album will be released in time for the 

https://www.facebook.com/earthshinemusicnl 

https://twitter.com/earthshine_m 

http://earthshine.bandcamp.com 
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lounge) 

instrumentalist Peter Cox (Chinawhite – Forest Field).  With 

and synthesizers, a little bit of guitar, and drums and bass where it 

017 in the Down The 

Studio created the beautiful art and updated the logo. 

Wow, album number 5 already! This time my starting point was certain terms and 

patterns that associate with numbers or ranges of numbers and the like. Like Fibonacci and Pi. As 

well as phrases associated with programming software. And my next step would be to translate 

those to chords and melodies and trying to make it sound right. Without letting it become crazy or 

recorded with the ROR guitars Expressiv midi guitar. 

Abstract Factory Pattern // 04:24 

EPK for the album will be released in time for the 
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Availability 

The album is available in digital formats

A CD version is available through 

(www.rockcompany.nl )  and various retailers

 

Contact us at info@rockcompany.nl

interviews. And please inform us about reviews, so we can link to it on our social netwo

website. 

Rock Company

Neerseweg 60

5988 DA Helden

The Netherlands

www.rockcompany.nl

***music for all moods***

 

Thanks and all the best! 

PS: Find this and a high quality version of the cover at 

 

Other Earthshine Releases: 

 2016

 2014 
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he album is available in digital formats through all major outlets.  

available through CDBaby (www.cdbaby.com) and the bands label 

and various retailers. Distribution in EU by Rock Inc./Bertus.

info@rockcompany.nl or contact@earthshine-music.com  for more information

And please inform us about reviews, so we can link to it on our social netwo

Rock Company 

Neerseweg 60 

5988 DA Helden 

The Netherlands 

www.rockcompany.nl 

***music for all moods*** 

and a high quality version of the cover at https://rockcompany.nl/links/press/

 2016
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bands label Rock Company 

/Bertus. 

more information or 

And please inform us about reviews, so we can link to it on our social networks and 

https://rockcompany.nl/links/press/  

  2015


